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Introduction 

Optimum breath management for vocal artists, and the terminology with which it is 
described, have been debated for centuries within and between Euro-American arts 
communities. The patterns of muscle use taught as the Restructuring component of Fitzmaurice 
Voicework contain elements that are similar to earlier schemes of voice training, as well as 
elements that are unique. The purpose of this monograph is to clarify Fitzmaurice Restructuring 
in relation to the known physiology of breathing and to the bel canto tradition from which 
Restructuring was developed. 

As Fitzmaurice Voicework students and teachers know, Restructuring is taught only after 
the process of Destructuring begins to disrupt, unlock, and transform the individual’s pre-
existing muscle habits. Breathing is to be freed from its initial, unconscious constraints, and the 
body’s spontaneous wisdom linked to the conscious artistic mind, before Restructuring is 
introduced.  

Although the specific movements of Restructuring are expected to become automatic 
Destructuring is considered a lifelong exploration. Therefore the felt experience of Restructuring, 
and its strength in performance, change and evolve over time. Please consider the current piece 
in context of what Catherine Fitzmaurice and others have written about Destructuring. 

Finally: this monograph is offered to the Fitzmaurice community in gratitude and 
friendship, with thanks to Michael Morgan and Paul Backer for review comments, and to Judith 
Trost-Cardamone, Ph.D., my professor and mentor in speech science. While Catherine 
Fitzmaurice has approved the text, any errors of science or language are entirely my own. 
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I. CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS 

A. Principles of Muscle Mechanics 

An individual muscle works in only one direction: it contracts, pulling otherwise fixed 
structures (usually bones) towards each other. This action is specifically termed the concentric 
contraction. If a muscle is given signals to gradually reduce its degree of contraction, body 
position returns slowly to where it began. This gradual reduction of force is termed an eccentric 
contraction. If all contraction activity suddenly ceases, the muscle relaxes and returns quickly 
to its resting state. A given movement can also return to neutral when an opposing muscle 
contracts the other way. For example, an athlete lifts a weight with flexed elbow using the 
biceps muscle; its opposite, the triceps, would pull the arm back down. Muscles contain 
sensors and reflexes that normally trigger relaxation as soon as an opposing muscle begins to 
work, so that the actions do not block each other.  

In sum, there are three ways to release a muscle contraction: suddenly (its own 
relaxation), slowly (controlled by a gradual lessening or eccentric contraction), or because an 
opposite muscle pulls the other way. When the opposite muscle engages, the initial mover can 
let go completely (reflex) OR can be deliberately maintained in eccentric contraction, so that 
the two muscles constrain each other. 

In a nod to classic Greek drama, the initial mover is termed the “agonist” and its 
opposite is the “antagonist.” A muscle or group of muscles whose action supports the agonist is 
termed a “synergist.”  

Every joint of the body has unique characteristics of mobility and efficiency. Depending 
on the primary mechanical need, the joint and its musculature may be configured to maximize 
strength, or speed, and/or fine control of movement. Most joints in the human body are built for 
fine control above all. This control can be maximized by the simultaneous activity of agonist 
and antagonist muscles—one muscle or group contraction balancing and constraining the 
other.  

An archer pulls the arrow back with one hand/arm, orienting and stabilizing the bow 
with the other hand/arm. Each arm uses minimal but carefully coordinated effort, and together 
they create the best control of the arrow, for a precise aim.  

In the tremor positions of Fitzmaurice Destructuring, opposing muscles are activated 
together, with an equal amount of force. Within a relatively static position of the limbs and/or 
trunk, each muscle therefore receives simultaneous neural impulses to contract (do its job) and 
to let go (yield to its partner). Tremors occur as these contradictory impulses flicker through the 
body; when the tremor is released both muscles relax more deeply than before. 

Note that the dynamic opposition of two muscle forces is quite different from the 
unconscious, habituated muscle postures or over-contractions which arts teachers and somatic 
therapists work so hard to undo! In the latter situation, groups of agonist/antagonist muscles are 
locked into a static, chronic state of contraction; blood flow, range of motion, and sensory 
perception all decrease.  

In contrast, if opposing muscles each begin from a well-nourished, toned and energized 
yet relaxed state, they can “dance” together, guiding each other’s intensity, giving and taking, 
to create extremely nuanced movement. Many vocal effects derive from the engagement of 
muscles that simultaneous contract and stretch the vocal folds. The same principle of dynamic 
opposition offers optimal control of breath flow. 
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B. Airflow in the vocal tract 

The airflows that humans require for survival and for speech are determined by the physical 
properties of air as a gas. These properties were first elucidated by Irish scientist Robert Boyle, 
around 1600.  

Boyle’s law states that the pressure of a gas (the force exerted by gas molecules on the walls 
of their container and on each other) is inversely proportional to the volume of the container, 
so long as temperature remains constant. In simpler terms: if a sealed container of gas shrinks, 
the pressure inside it goes up; if the container expands, pressure goes down.  

If two adjoining containers are unequal in pressure, and a passage is available between 
them, gas will flow from the region of high pressure to that of low pressure until equilibrium is 
restored. The greater the difference in pressure (also known as a pressure differential), the 
greater the speed of this flow.  

The overall force of airflow is calculated from its speed and its mass (amount): for a desired 
degree of force, a large amount of air must be moved more slowly than a small amount, with 
more constraint on its flow. Hence the reminder to beginning voice students "Don't take in 
more air than you can manage!" 

To apply these principles to the act of inhalation, it helps to recall that the lungs in 
themselves are passive. They do not initiate movement, but rather are pulled bigger or 
squeezed smaller by muscles and other forces acting on the ribcage.  

Inhalation thus begins as a muscular expansion of the ribcage in one or more directions. As 
the ribcage is enlarged, the lungs also enlarge, and air pressure inside them goes down. Since 
atmospheric pressure is constant, the pressure outside of the body is now higher than the 
pressure inside the lungs. So unless the upper airway is closed or obstructed, air is drawn in 
from the outside.  

When the desired amount of air has been inhaled, ribcage expansion stops; pressures inside 
and outside are allowed to become equal, and the flow of inhalation ceases. For exhalation to 
occur, air pressure inside the body is increased relative to the atmosphere, and air flows back 
out. 

We can choose to control the speed and amount of inhaled airflow by mechanically 
adjusting the speed and size of expansion inside the body. Or we can forget about it, and leave 
the body to manage breathing unconsciously.  

Either way, our experience of inhalation may be that air rushes in by itself and forces the 
body to expand. But in fact the converse is true: changing the size of the body’s interior space is 
what pulls air in. The same principles apply during exhalation. 

"The respiratory apparatus is a biomechanical pump that generates the … flows required 
to produce speech."       —Watson & Hixon (2001) 

In general, phonation occurs best with a relatively LOW speed and force of exhaled airflow, 
i.e. a small pressure differential between the inside of the body and the surrounding 
atmosphere. This would contrast with the higher force [greater amount of air and/or greater 
pressure differential] needed to blow out a candle or to vibrate the lips when playing a brass 
instrument.  
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The primary goal of “breath control” for voice is therefore to create a relatively low pressure 
on exhalation, and to keep that pressure constant through time as the inner volume of air 
decreases. This is accomplished by creating air pressure inside the body that is only slightly 
higher than that outside, and by keeping this pressure differential relatively constant throughout 
the exhalation. Again, the larger the volume of air inhaled, the more pressure it places on its 
elastic container (ribcage and throat); managing that pressure takes more energy and conscious 
attention than is required for a small amount of air. 

The pressure of exhaled air that arrives at the under-surface of the vocal folds is called 
subglottal pressure, abbreviated Psg , and it is contrasted with atmospheric pressure, Pa  (which 
remains constant except as one changes altitude). The vocal folds contain pressure receptors 
that are acutely sensitive to Psg, and the entire vocal apparatus can function as an active valve, 
helping to regulate air pressure inside the body and the flow between inside and outside.  

This valving action engages automatically if the body needs more or less oxygen exchange 
at a given moment; if the ribcage needs mechanical stability for heavy lifting; if the airway is in 
distress (e.g. cough reflex); or if a desired vocal sound is not attainable with the available flow of 
air.  

Since atmospheric pressure does not change, at any given moment the pressure differential 
between the inside & outside of the body is determined by Psg. According to Boyle's laws, this 
internal air pressure is determined by the volume of its container. Control of the flow and force 
of exhalation is thus achieved by controlling the size of the lungs, using their surrounding 
musculature.  

Moment-to-moment management of the size of the ribcage keeps Psg slightly higher than Pa 
throughout the duration of an exhaled breath. If this can be done within the torso, without 
triggering the valving function of the larynx, the vocal mechanism remains optimally relaxed 
and flexible as a sound source, and is protected from fatigue.  

 

C. Anatomical structures of breathing  

The bony framework for breathing consists of the “axial” skeleton: the head, vertebral 
column, ribcage, shoulder girdle, and pelvis. Soft tissues include the lungs & pleurae, plus 
muscles, ligaments, and so on. Of these anatomical structures, only muscles are active, in that 
their work moves the other tissues.  

At the back of the body, the ribs form complex, double joints with the sides of the 
thoracic vertebrae. The front-and-center portion of each rib are linked to the sternum by strips 
of cartilage, which is strong yet flexible. Thus the ribs are “anchored” in place at the front and 
back, in a way that supports steady, repeated movement. 

Lung tissue is spongy and somewhat elastic. It contains a large surface area of thin tissue 
through which oxygen passes into the blood stream, and carbon dioxide is returned from the 
blood into the air to be exhaled. 

An additional pair of membranes, thin but strong and lubricated with sticky fluid, line the 
outside of the lungs and the inside of the thoracic “cage” created by the ribs and diaphragm. 
Each of these membranes is called a pleura, and together they are called the pleural 
membranes or pleurae. They contain the lungs with a tight seal within the ribcage, but are 
outside of the pericardium, the special sack around the heart.  
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Although separate layers of tissue, the pleural membranes are sucked towards each other by 
a partial vacuum (very low air pressure) between them. Mechanical forces that act on one 
pleural membrane are therefore transmitted to the other. When the size of the ribcage changes, 
the corresponding change (expansion or compression) occurs in the lungs, and vice/versa.  

The lungs are never completely empty (uninflated) unless the ribcage has been 
damaged. Under normal conditions, there is always a “residual volume” of air that even a 
forceful exhalation will not expel. This keeps the convoluted, bubble-shaped layers of lung 
tissue from sticking together.  

D. Active vs. passive respiratory forces 

From the moment of birth until we expire, the body must maintain the respiratory pump. 
This job is made easier by taking advantage of passive mechanical forces.  

The entire chest and shoulder region contains relatively large flat bones which are acted on 
by gravity, naturally dropping unless held up by muscle work. The cartilages linking the ribs to 
the sternum hold an inherent torque or springiness. The lungs are also somewhat stretchy, able 
to hold potential energy and then release it on recoil. These forces of gravity, torque, and 
elastic recoil are significant components of exhalation. 

If, following a normal in-breath, the inhalation muscles relax, these nonmuscular forces will 
return the lungs to their less-inflated state. Each breath cycle thus consists of an interval of 
activity followed by an interval of rest/recovery, and energy is conserved. 

Active exhalation means that following the work of inhalation, an opposing set of muscles 
engages to squeeze the ribcage and/or press the diaphragm up to its rest position, compressing 
the lungs so that pressure inside them goes up, and air is pushed out. Although normal in some 
non-vocal activities, such as blowing, coughing, and laughing, this active or forced exhalation 
is NOT required for metabolic survival. 

Note that if the ribcage is actively compressed, the rib cartilages “want to” spring back to 
their rest position. Release of this compression triggers a non-muscular expansion, which may 
be thought of as a passive inhalation. Although not typically experienced in isolation from 
muscle activity, or used during speech, this dynamic can usefully illustrate the characteristics of 
the ribcage. 

 

Example: Linklater “vacuuming the lungs” exercise.  

The instruction to “squeeze everything out, squeeze even more, then 
hold” employs unusual force in the exhalation muscles to create an artificial 
compression of ribcage and a reverse torque of ribs &cartilage. Sudden release 
of these forces produces a dramatic rebound expansion. A simultaneous active 
(muscular) inhalation is triggered by oxygen hunger during the extended 
exhalation and the “hold it empty!” moment. Because muscles may relax more 
deeply after forceful contraction vs. from a resting state, the exhalation 
(compression) muscles may attain greater-than-normal relaxation and flexibility 
when they release. Habitual/unconscious squeezing of the torso is momentarily 
reduced, allowing for a large inflow of air and the experience of a deep yet 
“effortless” inhalation.  
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II. MUSCLES OF RESIRATION  
(please refer to the anatomical illustrations of your choice) 

Anatomically, muscles are grouped by location: neck, chest, back, abdomen, etc. To 
understand function, however, it is more useful to group them by mechanical effect. All trunk 
muscles that enlarge the ribcage, in any direction, have the potential to act as muscles of 
inhalation. Those whose action compresses the ribcage, from any direction, have the potential 
to be muscles of exhalation.  

In each case, primary muscles—those most suited to the job—are supported by 
accessory muscles that are smaller or of less mechanical relevance. Some muscles of the 
ribcage, neck, back, & abdomen are theorized to contribute to breathing as neither primary nor 
secondary, neither expanders (inhalation) or compressors (exhalation), but as stabilizers that 
support posture, balance, and coordination of the central movers.  
 

A. Inhalation muscles 

Diaphragm: A large , somewhat circular or domed muscle, stiffer in the center, attached to 
the lowest ribs and rib cartilages as well as to the lumbar spine, the diaphragm (Greek: “divide 
in two”) both links and separates the chest cavity from the abdominal cavity. The action of this 
muscle is to descend and/or flatten, dropping and/or widening the floor of the ribcage and 
expanding its interior volume. The position of the diaphragm is constrained by the visceral 
contents of the abdomen; by the receptivity vs. stiffness of connective tissue around & between 
the organs; and (as visceral organs displace forward) by the muscles of the abdominal wall.  

External Intercostals (“costal” = “relating to ribs”): These are small rows of muscle fiber in 
between the ribs, which connect the sides and back of each rib diagonally to structures above 
it: higher ribs, upper vertebrae, and the collarbone. Their action lifts the ribs up & out, 
expanding the volume of the ribcage. In the Fitzmaurice system, this action is termed the “rib 
swing”. The external intercostals also create a wider circumference of the lowest ribs, pulling 
the diaphragm flat independent of diaphragm’s own activity. Their lifting action increases 
torque of the ribs and costal cartilages, building potential force to be released on exhalation.  

Other/Accessory: Other muscles capable of contributing to inhalation include the scalene 
group, sterno-cleido-mastoid, and trapezius in the neck; the pectoral group; and more. For 
example, the sternum may be pulled up and/or forward, assisted by auxiliary muscles in neck, 
chest, shoulder regions. (Example: opera singers often engage the pectorals, for added “lift” of 
the breastbone [sternum]. The familiar singing pose of hands clasped at the solar plexus 
stabilizes the arms in relation to the chest, and directly supports this action).  

The accessory inhalation muscles have much less mechanical efficiency than the 
diaphragm and external intercostals, and over-engagement of the neck muscles is considered 
especially risky as it can increase tensions deeper in the neck and throat. Use of these muscle 
groups for artistic breath management is therefore discouraged. It may be helpful , however, to 
describe them as unnecessary or inefficient, rather than forbidden or wrong, to minimize fear-
based rigidity of the upper chest.  

 

B. Exhalation muscles:  

Internal Intercostals: Similar to the external intercostals in structure, these fibers are 
deeper (closer to the inside of body) and run at a roughly perpendicular angle to their more 
superficial partners. They connect the sides and front of ribcage to structures below, e.g. the 
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pelvis and abdomen. Their action pulls ribs down and in, compressing the ribcage and forcing 
air out of lungs. In Fitzmaurice work this is termed the “rib squeeze,” and is discouraged.  

Abdominals: The abdominal muscle group is comprised of four individual muscles: 
rectus abdominus, the internal and external oblique abdominals, and the transverse abdominal 
muscle. These function as a group to compress the abdomen and are direct antagonists to the 
diaphragm, e.g. their actions oppose the diaphragm’s descending and widening motion. By 
pushing the digestive organs in & up and they in turn push the diaphragm up, supporting its 
return to rest position or higher. Anatomically, the external oblique abdominal muscles parallel 
and interlace with the internal intercostals, for a combined effect of compressing the sides of 
the torso.  

 

Example: in the Heimlich maneuver, external force supplements the abdomen’s 
ability to contract, pushing the diaphragm up suddenly. This creates a burst of 
high air pressure to expel whatever is blocking the airway. 

 

Other/Accessory: Various small muscles on the deep (inner) surface of the ribcage and 
sternum, as well as quadratus lumborem and other lower trunk/back muscles, may all help to 
lower and compress the ribs.  

In addition, postural muscles in the back and front of the torso link the ribs together so that 
they can move efficiently as a group. However, the range of motion of lower ribs is larger, less 
constrained, than the movement of upper chest area. So greater expansion activity is typically 
experienced in the lower ribs, and more effective breath management is available there.  

The use of exhalation muscles to squeeze or compress the ribcage and lungs is often 
erroneously labeled “breath support.” Ideally this compression is only one component of breath 
management for voice, assisting the work done by inhalation muscles and the effect of the 
passive forces.   

 

III. BREATHING FOR LIFE vs. BREATHING FOR NORMAL SPEECH  
 

 

"The speech-breathing mechanism must perform a much more complicated task than 
simply supplying a relatively constant flow of air ... Within a spoken phrase, the ... 
demands of verbal communication result in constantly changing aerodynamics."   

—Morrison & Rammage p.168 

 

Breath management for voice consists of maintaining a relatively steady Psg, while the 
“natural” or passive forces of airflow constantly change. Muscles work to reduce Psg when it is 
too high, and supplement when it is too low.  

At the moment following inhalation, passive force (potential energy) is at maximum. Lung 
tissues are stretched, the ribs and cartilage torqued, ribs and sternum are lifted against gravity, 
and/or the diaphragm is pressing the organs against the abdominal wall. If these active 
expansions of the body simply ceased, this potential energy would release all at once and the 
resulting airflow and pressure would be too fast & forceful for phonation.  
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Therefore, as exhalation begins, muscles of inhalation must remain engaged, sustaining 
some lift and expansion of the ribcage. This reduces internal pressure, maintains a smaller 
pressure differential between lungs and atmosphere, and thus limits the speed and force of 
exhalation.  

More simply put, inhalation muscles continue to work during exhalation, to resist the 
relaxation pressures. In speech science this has come to be known as a “braking” or “checking” 
action.  

 

“The management of excess subglottal pressure in the early stages of expiration ... leads to 
the mental image of ‘breathing in’ while breathing out, or the feeling of ‘drinking in’ the 
tone after voice onset. Such mental images may be necessary to allow the brain to override 
the lower motor-level programs installed for adequate life support.” —Titze (1994) 

 

The nonmuscular (passive) forces of respiration constantly change as the volume of air in 
the lungs decreases. (There is more pressure against the walls of a fully inflated balloon than 
one that is near empty.) So as the vocalization proceeds, the need to brake or withstand the 
passive forces gradually declines, and the inhalation muscles can gradually relax (eccentric 
contraction). Finally, when relaxation pressures drop below the desired Psg, active exhalation 
effort, primarily abdominal muscle activity, supplements the airflow.  

There is a brief moment when the relaxation forces by themselves produce the right amount 
of air pressure for voice, and neither braking action nor abdominal activity is required. For 
voice students sustaining a vowel, this is the point about halfway through when the voice 
quality, pitch, and/or loudness sound most stable, compared to tendencies to wobble or waver 
at the beginning and end of the sustained tone.  

 

 
Modified by JC from J. Trost-Cardamone classroom materials, California State University Northridge 
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IV. FITZMAURICE RESTRUCTURING 

A. Opposition of forces 

Early in this discussion, the concept was introduced that fine control of movement can 
occur through simultaneous action of antagonistic muscles. Two muscles or muscle groups 
working against each other will be mechanically inefficient in terms of brute force, but will 
offer the maximum in fine control.  

This concept is central to the classic European singing tradition known as bel canto. In the 
version demonstrated by Dr. Richard Miller, who has applied modern tools of speech science 
and radiological imaging to the traditions of singing pedagogy, the diaphragm is most stable 
when the singer combines a gradual release of what Miller terms the “inspiratory posture” with 
a moderate, constant abdominal pressure.  

The opposition of forces—muscles simultaneously expanding and compressing the 
ribcage—is known in Italian as Appoggio. It has multiple variations, but at its core the 
Appoggio technique transcends historical arguments in voice pedagogy about whether the 
intercostals, diaphragm, or abdominal muscles should be the focus of training. In bel canto, all 
are engaged and coordinated in order to create the optimal airflow for safe vocalizing at high 
intensity, pitch, and drama. 

Fitzmaurice Restructuring modifies classic bel canto technique in two significant ways. 
Fitzmaurice Restructuring de-emphasizes active use of the diaphragm in favor of the external 
intercostals on inhalation, and it privileges the transverse over the rest of the abdominal group. 
Catherine Fitzmaurice has written at length on the psycholinguistic and artistic benefits of these 
preferences.  

 

B. Selection of inhalation muscles 

Framed within the earlier discussion of airflow management: in Fitzmaurice Restructuring 
the primary work of inhalation is performed by the external intercostals, and is termed the “rib 
swing.” These muscles remain active following inhalation, restraining or braking the reflexive 
outflow of air during the spoken line. The sustained, strategic and gradual release of the rib-
swing posture provides the primary mechanical control of exhalation.  

As previously mentioned, the simple lifting and expansion of ribcage circumference impacts 
the diaphragm, flattening and stabilizing it like the rim around a trampoline.  In Fitzmaurice 
Restructuring, however, the diaphragm itself is not activated as a power source; the belly does 
not therefore swell outward. It is spared from a primary role in managing air pressure, in order 
for it to add spontaneity and subtlety to speech. 

In fact, when the ribs lift without active downward force from the diaphragm, the 
abdominal wall is gently pulled up and the upper abdomen may appear to pull in slightly. This 
may be termed a “high diaphragm” position, in contrast to the belly-expanding “low 
diaphragm” position preferred in some other vocal methods.  

In Fitzmaurice Restructuring theory, the diaphragm is considered to be a direct conduit of 
thought and emotion. The lower, more forceful position diaphragm position trained in some 
singing and acting schools is believed to limit the variety and flexibility of voice and speech 
production. In a higher position, holding less mechanical effort, the diaphragm in Fitzmaurice 
Voicework is freer to respond to the nuances of text interpretation and spontaneous personal 
impulse.  
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Although similar to the “rib-reserve” breathing taught to actors and singers in some other 
schools of voice training, Fitzmaurice Restructuring refuses to layer the desired muscle strength 
and control on top of a student’s pre-existing unconscious posture and movement habits. De-
structuring—the experiential process of unlocking such habits, enhancing sensory-motor 
awareness, and enhancing the student’s ability to isolate and select precisely the muscles 
needed for a task in a context of profound relaxation and somatic self-acceptance—is a 
necessary prerequisite. 

Once the relaxation and release process of De-structuring has become familiar, Fitzmaurice 
teachers and students may employ some of the traditional exercises of rib-lifting and -holding, 
so that the external intercostals become both strong and swiftly responsive.  

Rigidity of movement, however, is guarded against as fiercely as rigidity of thought. The 
practitioner continually builds freedom before muscle; the Destructuring process remains 
central to daily warm up.  

 

C. Selection of exhalation muscles  

Fitzmaurice Restructuring further refines bel canto technique by de-emphasizing the rectus 
abdominus and oblique abdominal muscles, in favor of the transverse. This may be a more 
profound and unusual aspect of the Fitzmaurice method, as nearly all other performers, if asked 
to demonstrate abdominal breath “support,” pull in at the navel, a clear activation of the large 
and powerful rectus. Untrained voice users commonly use internal intercostals and oblique 
ab's, to actively squeeze the ribs in & down; little activity is seen in the front of the abdomen. 

The transverse abdominus muscle is primarily a postural muscle, and recent research 
demonstrates that it has different neural controls than the other abdominal muscles. 
Significantly: it engages in advance of large body and trunk movements, stabilizing posture in 
anticipation of the movement.  

In the world of physical fitness, over-training of the rectus abdominus can lead to a 
disengagement of the transverse abdominus, weakening core postural support. The common 
Pilates-style “navel to-spine!” exhortation might better be worded “bladder to spine!” or 
“hipbones to sacrum!” in order to activate the lower and deeper fibers of the TA. 

The transverse abdominus includes fibers interlaced with the deep pelvic floor. 
Energetically, it is thus linked to the 1st and 2nd chakras, whereas the other abdominal muscles 
are energetically associated with the center of belly, the navel, solar plexus, and 3rd chakra. 
The transverse abdominus is suggested to have closer links to the sense of balance and other 
deep controls in the nervous system, compared to the more direct body-movement pathways 
that control the other abdominals. 

In breath management, the strength of rectus abdominus can easily overpower most other 
respiration muscles. When engaged, it forcefully pushes air out of the body, triggers a 
corresponding tension in and tighter closure of the vocal folds, and thus produces a burst of 
vocal loudness, the sound of emotional intensity.   

This “punch” may be useful to emphasize an occasional shout, scream, or high pitched 
singing phrase. But constant reliance on this type of “support,” without corresponding 
engagement of the inhalation muscles to help restrain airflow, frequently contributes to vocal 
strain. Energetically, over-reliance on the rectus—or the rib-squeezing obliques—keeps the 
focus of sensation and power around and above the waist, disconnecting the breath system 
from the pelvis, legs, and ground.  
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D. Summary 

Breath management for healthy, expressive voice use requires freedom of movement 
throughout the chest, neck, shoulders, back, and abdomen. On this flexible foundation, 
selected respiration muscles are employed to restrain, prolong, and shape the otherwise 
reflexive, uncontrolled outflow of air.  

Fitzmaurice Structuring primarily uses the external intercostals to keep the ribcage high and 
open; to inhibit the force of gravity and the spontaneous recoil of ribcage and lung tissues; and 
to spare the diaphragm from rigid, overly forced activity.  Simultaneously, the transverse 
abdominus is relied on to provide a deep energetic foundation for the entire breath system. The 
transverse abdominus is also engaged as the primary antagonist for the inhalation muscles, 
contributing to the dynamic control of Appoggio.  

As a result, the diaphragm is exempt from active work managing airflow. It is encouraged to 
respond instantaneously to deeper somatic and aesthetic impulses: to help shape the 
performers’ words, music, and communicative meaning.  

Maintaining the engagement of inhalation muscle forces in the micro-interval between 
inhalation & exhalation is sometimes called the “thoracic set.” It prepares for phonation by 
reducing the pressure differential at the glottis.  Laryngeal sensors recognize the absence of 
forceful air pressure and the vocal folds therefore do not tense up. Freed from their duty to 
manage air flow, they are primed for optimal vibratory function. Laryngeal freedom is 
determined by skillful breath management before the onset of sound. 

In Fitzmaurice Restructuring, this anticipatory “set “ consists of the external intercostal 
muscles holding the ribs up & out, and the transverse abdominus consciously engaged within 
the core posture, balance and energy systems of the body. When these muscles are trained to 
be active from the moment one decides to speak, the communication impulse is turned into 
sound with maximum efficiency and power, minimum risk or strain. With practice, attaining 
this configuration prior to voicing becomes swift and automatic, and airflow is inseparably 
linked to the emotional and aesthetic intention of the spoken line. 
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